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LuisQuintano∗, IreneRodrigues†ljq�s.uevora.pt ipr�di.uevora.pt* Serviço de Computação † Departamento de InformátiaUniversidade de Évora, PortugalAbstrat. We present a natural language question/answering system tointerfae the University of Évora databases that uses lari�ation dialogsin order to larify user questions. It was developed in an integrated logiprogramming framework, based on onstraint logi programming usingthe GnuProlog(-x) language [2, 11℄ and the ISCO framework [1℄. The useof this LP framework allows the integration of Prolog-like inferene meh-anisms with lasses and inheritane, onstraint solving algorithms andprovides the onnetion with relational databases, suh as PostgreSQL.This system fous on the questions' pragmati analysis, to handle am-biguity, and on an e�ient dialogue mehanism, whih is able to plaerelevant questions to larify the user intentions in a straightforward man-ner. Proper Nouns resolution and the pp-attahment problem are alsohandled.This paper brie�y presents this innovative system fousing on its abilityto orretly determine the user intention through its dialogue apability.Keywords: Natural Language, Logi Programming, Information Systems,Dialog Management, Databases1 OverviewIIS-UE (Universidade de Évora Integrated Information System) gathers all kindsof information, relevant for students (enrolled ourses, grades, lass summaries,et.), for teahers ( ourses information, projets, students evaluation, personaldata, et.) and sta� ( data management, statistis, personal data, et.). Severalappliations were built around IIS-UE to �deliver� information to the shoolommunity, but sometimes that's not enough. To use these appliations onemust know how they work. A student may know what information he wants buthe doesn't know how to get it from the existent appliations.To solve these problems a natural language querying appliation (NL-Ue) wasdeveloped over IIS-UE 1. Its pratial aim is to give to our shool ommunityan easy way for retrieving stored information [3℄ [13℄.1 The system is built for the Portuguese language only interpreting qa and wh-questions



The information is stored in Postgresql relational databases [10℄. To aessthis data, NL must map the user question to a database query language so thatthe resulting pragmati interpretations an be evaluated in the databases.NL-Ue implementation is based on onstraint logi programming using theGnuProlog(-x) language [11℄ and the ISCO framework [1℄.The system arhiteture is simple and module-based. The system has �vedistint modules whih are onneted through well de�ned API's [Fig. 1℄. Amore detailed desription of the system an be found in [18℄ [17℄.
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ManagerFig. 1. NL-Ue ArhitetureIn this paper we disuss how pragmati interpretation is handled by NL-Ue,but the fous will be on its dialog apabilities and how this system is able tolarify the user intentions with e�etive and preise questions.Next (setion 2) some related work is presented to enhane this appliationrelevane on the dialogue and natural language development ontext.In setion 3 the pragmati interpreter is desribed along with the strategythat was used to generate the pragmati evaluation rules (whih ontrol the �owand the behaviour of the pragmati interpreter).Then (setion 4) the dialogue mehanism is shown reurring to pratialexamples and �nally some onlusions and future work are presented (setion6).2 Related workSome systems an be found along the last years that touh the problem ofrelational database querying and lari�ation dialog. Most of them, as the Preisesystem, diretly generate SQL queries to aess relational databases.



The Preise System by Etzioni, Kautz and Popesu [20℄ maps simple en-glish natural language sentenes to SQL with graph analysis tehniques. Tokens(manually de�ned - low portability) represent diretly attributes of databaseelements and relations between them. Preise uses a tokenizer to identify allpossible omplete tokenizations of the question, onverting them to SQL witha simple syntati parser. The system is limited to a restrited set of types ofquestions. In turn, other systems as Androutsopoulos' Masque/SQL uses an in-termediate representation before generating the SQL. This approah is similarto our own, although di�erent in the followed methodology. Androutsopoulos'Masque/SQL [5℄ [6℄ system is based on the previous Masque [4℄ implementation,whih in turn was based on Fernando Pereira's CHAT-80 [22℄.While Masque maps an english natural language question into Prolog toquery a delarative database, Masque/SQL extends it by interfaing diretlywith relational databases. To do that, Masque/SQL needs some meta-data whihhas to be reon�gured eah time there is a hange of working domain. To managethis meta-data Masque/SQL has a domain editor where: (1) the domain entities(represented on the databases) are desribed (2) the set of �expeted words�to appear in the questions and it's logial meaning - Prolog prediates - aredesribes (3) the onnetion between eah prediate and a database table, viewor selet is expliitly represented. One again, portability is one of the mainproblems of this system.Although bene�ting from the RDBMS SQL optimization, Masque/SQL maysometimes generate redundant SQL queries, dereasing it's e�ieny.Other systems use external integration tools for aessing information repos-itories. One of them is Katz's START [16℄ whih uses Omnibase [15℄, a systemfor heterogeneous database aess whih uses natural language annotations todesribe the data and the kind of questions that an be answered. This systemuses the �objet-property-value� data model and only works for diret questionsabout objet properties. These annotations are manually built whih makes thesystem's portability di�ult.While the mentioned appliations are simple question/answering systemsthat do not identify wrong interpretations, NL-Ue intends to go a step furtheradding a lari�ation dialog apability. Clari�ation dialogue theory was vastlyanalyzed by several authors[12℄ [8℄ and some works an be found where lari�-ation is applied to open domain or more narrowed domain question answeringsystems [21℄.NL-Ue an be seen as a question/answering dialogue system, identifying er-roneous interpretations by means of a lari�ation dialogue with the user.3 Pragmati interpretationSyntati and semanti analysis of this system are generially treated by theVISL parser [7℄ (syntax) and by an internally built semanti parser to gener-



ate DRS strutures [14℄ through �rst-order logi prediates. At this stage, aftersyntati and semanti analysis, the resulting �rst-order logi prediate (LPO)representation (as seen in Fig. 2) will reah as an input for the pragmati module.Contextual information is added at this stage.
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Fig. 2. Pragmati InterpreterNL-Ue appliation ontext is not only the IIS-UE data but also its stru-ture. This information is added to the interpretation mehanism through a setof pragmati ontrol rules. To generate these rules, NL-Ue uses ISCO, a logialtool and development framework that enables relational database shema rep-resentation and full aess to the stored data. This generation is automati andmust be done previously so that the rules are available at interpretation time(runtime).3.1 Database representation/aess frameworkISCO [1℄ is a logi-based development framework with its roots in the GnuProloglanguage [11℄ and is being developed in Universidade de Évora Computer Engi-neering department. Its use in NL-Ue's pragmati interpretation adds the systemthe ability to internally represent and aess the IIS-UE relational databases ina logi-based environment.Figs. 3 and 4 show a fragment of one of IIS-UE's relational databases inentity/relation and SQL representation. It presents the ation of �teahing� (le-iona) whih relates a teaher (individuo), a ourse (disiplina) and a urriulum(urso).The proess of pragmati interpretation needs to know these and other rela-tions strutures so that it an �talk� about them. It must also be able to querythem to aess the stored data and answer to the user question.
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Fig. 3. ER fragment representationThe equivalent ISCO representation (Fig. 5) maps eah relation/table to alass that an then be aessed through ISCO prediates. Although NL-Ue onlyuses �selet� prediates, ISCO also supports �inserts�, �updates� and �deletes� [1℄.This delarative desription of the relational database shemas is automati-ally generated. Based on this lass desription, ISCO (also) automatially gen-erates prediates to aess the stored data. These issues inreases deisively theportability level of NL-Ue.The goal of the pragmati interpreter is to map the LPO prediates to theseISCO goals so that IIS-UE databases an be diretly queried. For example:person(PERSON, PERSON_NAME, _),teahes(COURSE, 2005, PERSON, _),ourse(333, COURSE_NAME, _).ollets all persons (teahers) that teah the ourse with id 333 in the yearof 2005.NL-Ue also bene�ts the advantages of the ontextual branh of GnuProlog:GnuProlog-x. This is the ontext-based variant of the well known GnuPro-log language whih besides all the base features, also enables ontextual goalevaluation [2℄. While GnuProlog has a �at prediate namespae, it's ontextualvariant overrides this problem by de�ning evaluation units. Eah unit has it'sown namespae whih makes possible to have the same goal de�nition in distintunits. Contextual goals an be alled from other units by means of an expliitontextual all.This feature is essential for ontrolling the pragmati interpretation proessbeause there are numerous interpretation possibilities to onsider. Contextualevaluation will restrit these possibilities making the proess lighter and moree�ient.3.2 Control rulesPragmati interpretation is guided by a set of ontrol rules. These rules arebased on the ISCO desription of the IIS-UE repositories, adding ontextual



reate table "person" ("id" integer default (nextval ('is__entity_id'))primary key,"name" text,"gender" integer referenes "gender" ("id"));reate table "teahes" ("ourse" integer referenes "ourse" ("id"),"year" integer,"teaher" integer referenes "person" ("id"),"urriulum" integer referenes "urriulum" ("id"));reate table "ourse" ("id" integer default (nextval ('is__ourse_id'))primary key,"name" text,"ode" text);reate table "urriulm" ("id" integer default (nextval ('is__urriulum_id'))primary key,"ode" integer unique,"name" text,); Fig. 4. SQL fragment representationinformation to the user question analysis. ISCO lasses, as we've already seen,represent entities and/or relations. Eah one of them will have distint kinds ofontrol rules.Eah rule abduts a set of ISCO goals and inrementally builds the evalua-tion ontext of the remaining pragmati interpretation. The �nal set of abdutedISCO goals will then be evaluated so that a solution an be found for the usersentene/question. One evaluation unit is generated for eah lass (IIS-UE rela-tion). Within these units �ve distint types of rules an be found:� entity aess rules - one rule is generated so that the stored data an beaessed by NL-Ue for lasses that represent entities 2� proper noun rules - validate the existene of entities with a spei� name ina partiular ontext of evaluation [Fig. 7℄� number rules - identify entities that have a property with a spei� number� relation rules - These rules establish wider onnetions between referents.Typially they are the most numerous and they are the main responsiblefor the omplexity of pragmati interpretation. They are also responsible for�xing the pp-attahment problem [19℄ [9℄. There are four kinds of suh rules:
• Self relation rules - generated only for entities, they intend to relate tworeferents that refer the same type of entity.2 a lass represents an entity if it has a simple primary key



lass person.id: serial. key.name: text.gender: gender.id.lass teahes.ourse: ourse.id. index.year: int. index.teaher: person.id. index.ourse: ourse.id. index.lass ourse.id: serial. key.name: text.ode: text.lass urriulum.id: serial. key.ode: int. unique.name: text.Fig. 5. ISCO fragment representationfor eah CLASSbuild evaluation unit with:entity aess rules,proper nouns rules,number rules,relation rulesexternal domain rulesend buildend forFig. 6. Control rules generation algorithm
• Entity relation rules - For eah entity (only), these rules assoiate itsprimary key with eah one of its domain restrited arguments (foreignkeys).
• Argument relation rules - Generates a rule for eah pair of domain re-strited arguments, onsidering their relation as a possible interpretation.
• External relation rules - Establish wider relations not diretly within alass but mentioning other lasses that refer the �rst one as foreign key.� External domain rules - For eah argument of lass C1 that refers a lass C2as foreign key, a set of rules for C1 interpretation is added to its evaluationunit.These rules de�nition is generi (for any appliation ontext), not only for theIIS-UE domain. Evaluation follows the pragmati interpretation. After deter-mining the ISCO representation(s) of the user question, they are evaluated by



diretly querying IIS-UE's databases. This evaluation will restrain the sentenereferents to the possible instantiations.name(A, PATTERN, [℄) :-hek_lass_domain(person) :> item(A),hek_domain(text, PATTERN) :> item(A),add_to_ontext([person(A, _, _)℄).ollets in A all teahers whih have the string PATTERN in its name. Thisrule is applied in sentenes like: �the teaher John...�Fig. 7. Control rule example for proper nouns: lass person4 Clari�ation mehanismThe sentene pragmati interpretation may lead to multiple results, re�etingthe sentene ambiguity and/or the database struture ambiguity. In this ase thesystem needs to larify the user intentions by means of a (lari�ation) dialog.To show NL-Ue's usage and fous on it's dialogue/lari�ation mehanism,let's see an example question 3 [Fig. 8℄.Que doentes leionam a disiplina de Gestão?(Whih teahers leture the Management ourse?)Fig. 8. Example questionThis sentene has one semanti interpretation and one pragmati interpreta-tion [Fig. 9℄ whih assoiates all possible teahers of some management oursewith all possible management ourses (that exist within IIS-UE) 4.Referent A is instantiated with all possible teahers (that exist in IIS-UE)beause no other restrition was made to it, while referent B is instantiated withall ourses that ontain the name Management.The evaluation module will de�ne a set of possible answers. If no ambiguity isfound the dialogue manager will diretly answer the user with the (only) answer3 The system was developed for the portuguese language but questions will be trans-lated to english for easier understanding4 this sentene has more pragmati interpretations , some of them a little bit awk-ward (at least within the portuguese language). To simplify and beause pragmatidisambiguation is not the aim of this paper, we will onsider just this one.



Semantis:teaher(A), teahes(A, B), ourse(B), rel(B, C),name('Management',C)Pragmati instantiation:A in [47105..47787℄ - male/female - pluralB in [188:194:247:259:346:352:486:550:558:835:1053:1108:1210:1270:1287:1293:1320:1355:1412:1414:1423..1424:1466:1487:1657:1659:1688..1689:1752:1781:1849:1868:1908:1999:2010:2069:2151:2191:2249..2252:2441:2479:2525:2534:2588:2598:2698:2754:3107:3134:3152:3161:3189:3257:3331:3393:3502:3584:3593:3696:3865:3886:3918:3928:4013℄ - female - singularC = B Fig. 9. Semanti/Pragmati interpretation resultsfound. But if more than one possible answer is found, then the dialogue managerenters in a lari�ation proess [Fig. 10℄.while not a terminal ondition:ollets properties for eah referentproeeds with heuristi evaluationhooses the best propertyquestions the user / reeives the answerrestrains solutions to the question resultend whileFig. 10. Dialogue Manager: lari�ation algorithmA terminal ondition will be reahed if only one answer is ahieved.After the evaluation proess, possible solutions will be grouped by referent(in our example we have three, referring to teahers, Management and ourse).This grouping is done to ollet the properties of eah referent. The best propertywill be hosen to make a new question.In wh-questions (whih is the ase) the referent whih is target of the userquestion (in this ase, referent A) is exluded from the set of referents to analyze.It makes no sense to make questions referring to what the user wants to know.For eah (relevant) referent, di�erent kinds of properties will be olleted:� Class properties: identi�es as a referent property its type/lass within thesope of IIS-UE - a referent may be a ourse, a teaher, a student, et.



� Diret properties: identi�es as referent properties diret attributes of its lass- if a referent refers to a student, it may have properties as its name, itsstudent number, its gender, et.� Indiret properties: identi�es as referent properties, attributes of lasses thatrefer the referent lass as a foreign key - if a teaher letures a spei� ourse,then the at of teahing it may be onsidered as a property of the teaherreferent.name('Control Management'), name('Computer Management'),name('Personal Management'), belongs_to('Soiology department'),belongs_to('Eonomis department'), letured_hours(3.5),letured_to(Computer Engineering urriulum'), et.Fig. 11. Properties SetAfter olleting the referent properties [Fig. 11℄ they will be evaluated withthe aim to �nd the �better one�. Heuristi evaluation is used to weight the qualityof eah property found. The evaluation of a property is a linear sum of threedistint riteria [Fig. 12℄.
∀ properties p: weight(p) = w1(p) + w2(p) + w3(p)where� w1(p) - evaluates the ability that the property has to split equally thereferents set based on the total number of referents (Rt) and the numberof those whih have the property (Rp): w1(p) = 1 - Rp/Rt.� w2(p) - evaluates the semanti potential of the property preferring textual(T(p)) to numeri ones: If T(p) then w2(p) = 0.5 else w2(p) = 0.1.� w3(p) - evaluates the probability that the user knows this kind of property,preferring more generi properties. It assumes the user has more knowledgeof oneptual properties (C(p)), than spei� ones: If C(p) then w3(p)= 0.5 else w3(p) = 0.1.Fig. 12. Properties weight heuristisAfter the properties evaluation, eah one of them is assoiated with a spei�weight that re�ets its potential to generate a relevant question [Fig. 13℄.5For example the properties belongs_to('Management department') andbelongs_to('Mathematis department') are semantially equal (weight 2)5 the heuristis shown and the relation between them (relative weights) were inre-mentally built and based on a set of examples and their evaluation results



weight(belongs_to('Management department'), 0.987),weight(letured_hours(2), 0.987), weight(belongs_to('Eonomisdepartment'), 0.696), weight(belongs_to(Mathematis department'),0.696), et. Fig. 13. Properties evaluationand refer to the same onept - department (weight 3) but the �rst one as agreater ability to split the referents set whih gives it a larger weight. Whilethe property belongs_to('Management department') is semantially riher(weight 2), the property letured_hours(2) has a greater ability to split thereferent sets, making both properties to have the same weight.Having weighted the quality of the properties, they are grouped by type(belongs_to, letured_hours, name, letured_to, et.). Eah group in-herits the best weight of its members and the best group is hosen to buildthe question (and the possible answers). Properties are grouped beause thelari�ation proess onsists of questions with alternative answers, being thealternatives the elements of the hosen group. If the number of alternatives ex-eeds a previously determined limit, this property is ignored and the systemreursively gets the next one. In our example the hosen group is omposed byall the belongs_to properties [Fig. 15℄."Management ourse" belongs to:1) Eduation department2) Soiology department3) Agriultural department4) Management departmentUSER: 3 Fig. 14. Clari�ation #1Besides speifying one of the possible alternatives, the user has only one otherpossibility whih is to say �?� meaning �I don't know�. In this ase the systemwill reursively get the next �best property� and make a new question.If the user answers one of the alternatives (1-6) the system will restrainand re-evaluate the possible solutions (aording to the users answer) and thelari�ation algorithm returns to its beginning. After re-evaluating the possiblesolutions, the hosen property referred to the number of letured hours. As theuser didn't knew the answer, the system reurred to the next �best property�and tried to larify using the urriulums to whih the ourse is letured, leadingto a �nal solution aording to the user additional information.



"Management ourse" is letured:1) 2 hours/week2) 3 hours/weekUSER: ?"Management ourse" is letured to:1) Biophysis urriulum2) Agriulture Engineering urriulum3) Computer Engineering urriulumUSER: 2AnswerTeaher: Franiso João Santos SilvaCourse: Water resoures managementFig. 15. Clari�ation #25 EvaluationA dialogue/lari�ation system to query integrated databases in Natural Lan-guage should be evaluated from di�erent aspets:� Portuguese language overage: The syntati analysis is done using VISL [7℄whih is one of the best portuguese full parsers for portuguese. The semantioverage is restraint by the databases voabulary (tables, attributes namesand entity names) and a synonym ditionary that an be updated by theusers. The dialogue system is able to answer Yes/No and Wh questions.� The pertinene of the user question pragmati interpretation: This aspetis re�eted in the system lari�ation dialogues and answers. Our systemenables the inferene of some relations that learly natural language forbidsdue to the rules for pragmati interpretation of pp-sentenes. However, wean state that normally this does not onstitutes a problem for our users,sine on the average they are able to obtain their answer in 3 dialogue steps.� The heuristi funtion quality for hoosing the question to larify user sen-tene: The evaluation of this aspet must be done using the results of a grouptest, whih isn't done yet. Probably the use of some other heuristis may bemore e�ient. This is an aspet that must be analyzed in the future.� The e�ieny of the system: How long does the system takes to answer aquestion? Some results are shown in this setion.



The dialog/lari�ation mehanism is not fully tested but this set of heuristifuntions lead the system in 70% of the questions to reah an answer after 3questions/answers or less.The results presented in table 1 refer to tests made with the IIS-UE main re-lational repository, whih ontains 159 tables with an average of 2281 rows/table.The previously built ontrol rules asend to the number of 1400 whih makesan average of 8 rules for eah lass. Results are based on distint sentenes6representative of possible questions to NL-Ue. No spei� treatment is given toquestions asked multiple times with slight variations in its struture.7Sentene Context CPU Time Real Time Clari�ationDoes Mary teahes Databases? no 0.878 4.970 yesyes 0.640 3.285Does Mary Higgins teahes theInformatis urriulum? no 0.910 5.111 noyes 0.488 3.164Whih teahers teah theManagement ourse? no 5.864 22.324 yesyes 3.544 14.225Whih are the Physis teahers? no 6.321 20.970 yesyes 4.216 12.960Table 1. ResultsTimes shown (in seonds) refer to the time the system takes from the input ofthe user to the answer (or to the �rst lari�ation question8). Further evaluationmust be done onsidering real tests beause its onditioned to the lari�ationproess and to the users subjetivity.Eah sentene was tested with and without ontextual evaluation. Its use -with GnuProlog-x - is relevant in the pragmati interpretation module, mini-mizing its omplexity by reduing the searh spae. It leads to a gain of e�ienyin the order of 80% in more omplex sentenes and 50% in more simpler ones -pu time. Yes/no questions (seond and third) have a lower pu proessing timethan wh. Clari�ation was needed in three of the sentenes.6 sentenes in english may not present the same struture or omplexity than in por-tuguese7 possible future development whih would require the reording of the sentenes anal-ysis for future referene8 This inludes: syntati and semanti analysis; the pragmati interpretation (eahsentene may have more than one interpretation) and �nally the evaluation of eahsentene interpretation. During this the evaluation, the disourse referents that areonstraint variables restrained to a set of database entities, are validated by testingthe truth value of the sentene onditions, that are database relations. This way,the proess time of a query sentene will depend on the number of database entitiesassoiated to eah disourse referent. This fat explains why sentene 2 (whih hasmore pragmati interpretations then sentene 3) takes less time then sentene 3.



6 Conlusions and Future WorkOur system aims to be a natural language interpretation system that uses spei�tools for inreasing e�ieny and getting results in real time.This paper shows how pragmati interpretation of omplex sentenes an behandled through a set of ontextual ontrol rules whih guide the proess ofinterpretation, inreasing it's e�ieny and without the loss of any results.The use of the ISCO development framework gives NL-Ue a high level ofportability in aessing and querying di�erent sets of databases.The ontextual evaluation strategy (available through the use of Gnuprolog-x) is applied in the ontrol rule generation and usage, making the pragmatievaluation proess pratial and more e�ient one the searh spae is smaller.NL-Ue is a question/answering system apable of a lari�ation dialog whenneeded. It is able to identify the users needs and to extrat the desired informa-tion from relational databases.The use of a dediated development framework and its ability to desribeand aess distint data soures in a homogeneous way inreased the systemsportability rate.Contextual evaluation gives pragmati interpretation a more linear and sim-ple treatment dereasing its omputational omplexity, whih an be deisive insystems with large information repositories.NL-Ue supports yes/no and wh-questions. Besides, it inludes a lari�a-tion mehanism in whih the system dialogues with the user when the desiredinformation is ambiguous.The lari�ation/dialogue module uses referent properties to �nd relevantquestions trying to reah an answer the faster it ans. Heuristi evaluation isused to ensure the quality of the questions.Having developed the ore mehanism, the next steps will be to on�rm theorretness of the followed methodology. For that, the system must be evaluatedonsidering:� its usefulness (for the users)� the orretness of pragmati rules generation� the types of questions treated� the heuristi funtion qualityThe system will be available to the publi through Universidade de Évora:http://www.uevora.ptReferenes1. Salvador Abreu. Iso: A pratial language for heterogeneous information systemonstrution. In Proeedings of INAP'01, Tokyo, Japan, Otober 2001. INAP.
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